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Project’s name: Minoïde Mynas in search of manuscripts

Summary

Appointed  by  the  French  government  to  find  Greek  manuscripts,  Minoïde
Mynas (Konstantinos Minas or Κωνσταντίνος Μηνάς, or Minoides Mynas), gathered
several manuscripts in Ancient Greek language, mostly from monasteries in Mount
Athos. This project, namely “Minoïde Mynas in search of manuscripts”, aims to find
the  manuscripts  acquired  by  Minoïde  Mynas  and  their  related  information.  This
enables the visualization of the past and present locations of the manuscripts and the
way they travel from the former to the latter places with uMap, a website letting users
create  maps  with  OpenStreetMap  layers.  Due  to  the  time  limit,  the  number  of
manuscripts is narrowed to nine.

The  method  used  in  this  project  can  be  explained  through  its  three-stage
process. The first stage is dedicated to finding manuscripts and information related
to Minoïde Mynas, which is carried out by (1) finding manuscripts from Pinakes with
the keyword “Minoïde Mynas” and sorting them according to the criteria of Mynas’
relations to the manuscripts as “possesseur”, and (2) finding and reading from sources
regarding Mynas and his missions and manuscripts. In the second stage, the group
will check and sort the data of selected manuscripts in the general excel file. Data
in this file is divided into two CSV files: one is based on the origins of the manuscript,
and the other is based on the present locations, since the idea of creating the map with
uMap is to demonstrate the original and current sites separately with two layers. The
last  step  is  creating  our  map   with    uMap  .  Since  there  are  four  original  places,
Vatopedi Monastery, Larva Monastery, Mount Athos, and Gumüshane (Turkey), the
appropriate practice to illustrate the path from these four locations is to create four
layers.  Thus,  nine  lines  representing  nine  manuscripts  are  manually  created  and
allocated in four layers according to the origins. 

A table of manuscript  information is displayed on the right side of the map
when clicking on each point  in  the  map,  thus  helping  users  better  understand the
manuscript they are looking at, whereas clicking on the lines shows some information
and  a  small  picture  illustrating  the  manuscripts.  The  cluster  function  applied  on
Origins of Manuscripts  and  Present location of Manuscript  layers demonstrates the
numbers of manuscripts that were and are in the past and present. At the same time,
the color intensity of the lines presents the number of manuscripts that travel from one
region to another.

http://umap.openstreetmap.fr/en/
http://umap.openstreetmap.fr/fr/map/searching-for-manuscripts-acquired-by-minoides-myn_764340#5/47.421/20.596
https://pinakes.irht.cnrs.fr/
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